NOTICE

It is observed that some of the candidates have not uploaded the requisite documents like

1. 10th Mark sheet & certificate, 12th Mark sheet & certificate, Payment challan(for all Nursing courses)
2. GNM Mark sheet, certificate & Registration certificate(for P.B.B.Sc Course)
3. P.B.B.Sc/Basic B.Sc Mark sheet, University Certificate, Registration Certificate (for M.Sc Nursing Course)

Which are mandatory documents. Candidates are instructed to upload these mandatory documents on or before 26.09.2020 by 11:45 P.M failing which their applications will be rejected.

Further it is also observed that some of the candidates have filled their total marks and secured marks in CGPA. They are instructed to convert CGPA to Marks and enter the total marks and secured marks in their application.

(Example: - For CBSE Board, total CGPA=10.0 , then total Marks is to be entered as 500

   If secured CGPA = 7.2 , then calculate marks secured as below :-

   Percentage of marks secured = 7.2 x 9.5 = 68.4%

   Marks secured = 68.4% of 500 = 68.4/100 x 500 = 342 )

The candidates who have passed +2 Examinations in 2020 and did not received their mark sheets & certificates from the concerned council/board, the candidates will upload the mark sheet section that downloaded from the website at the time of publication of result and in certificate section they are instructed to upload the undertaking.

Sd/-
Convener
State Nursing Selection Committee, Odisha